se:spot
Work and
lifestyle chair

Working where
it feels best.
Designed for your lifestyle and well-being good at work.
Today, office furnishings are increasingly being tailored to the needs
of employees. And not just because this increases employer appeal. Where
employees experience a sense of well-being, they are often more productive.
Besides functional aspects, the atmosphere plays an important role.
Cosy lounge or breakout areas are becoming more and more popular
in companies. Also classic zones such as meeting and project spaces no
longer have to appear so rational as in the past. The stylish design
of the se:spot combines appealing seating with a comfortable,
ergonomic seating experience.
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Working and lifestyle

Versatile.
se:spot is suitable for the office.
For temporary work or as a stylish
visitor chair.

Cosy.
When used in the home office.
se:spot harmoniously fits
into homely interiors.
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New ideas emerge where
they are most welcome.
Working together, feeling good together.
Today, employees meet spontaneously in order to exchange ideas and
to work together. A dedicated room is not always available or indeed necessary
for this and, as such, people simply get together where the opportunity arises.
Thanks to mobile end devices, alongside the conference room, lounges and other
informal areas are often used to get together. The only condition for this is that
the respective surrounding should foster collaboration. For example, with uncomplicated
seating such as se:spot which not only feels and looks good, but also provides
the freedom to work together.

Stylish.
In a classic arrangement around
a rectangular meeting table,
se:spot creates a stylish atmosphere.
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Team building.
Arranged in a circle,
se:spot is ideal for larger
teamwork tables.

Communication and collaboration

Classic.
When lined up for lectures
or presentations, se:spot has
a great appearance.

Invigorating.
se:spot promotes communication
in workshops and training sessions
when arranged in a circle.
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Sometimes you need
a break from formality.
Breakout areas which encourage productivity.
Breaks play a decisive role in terms of work productivity. Not just because
they offer a chance to rest and relax. Breaks provide an opportunity for informal
communication; this is not only of vital importance for the flow of information
in the company, but is also a source of new ideas.
Break areas do not only have to be used for relaxing. They can serve
as a retreat for concentrated working. With se:spot, these areas
can be designed to be truly inviting in order to encourage multiple
use and increase space efficiency.
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Relaxation and well-being

Inviting.
Given its homely design, se:spot turns
bistros and communal meeting areas into
places where people love to meet.

Uniting.
se:spot can be used together with
smaller tables in intermediate zones
and at meeting points.
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Both elegant
and ergonomic.
Shaped for the body: a naturally flowing design.
The lines of se:spot are based on the human body.
This gives the design its light and natural look while the seat shell
and backrest provide pleasant and comfortable support.

Unique design:
with harmonious proportions.
The curved seat design gives se:spot
a wonderfully independent look. With its flowing
form which is evocative of the human anatomy,
se:spot is both natural-looking and inviting.
Inspired by the human body.

Introducing the ideal sitting form.

Unique ergonomics:
the anatomical seat shell.
se:spot gives the body the freedom it needs and
also provides pleasant support. The lumbar curvature
in the backrest guarantees a healthy posture when
sitting for long periods of time.

Developed for the human body.
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The shaped seat pan together with the slightly sloped
front seat edges also allow the posture spontaneous
changes of posture to the side.

Form and function
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Stylish in every way.
Well-being tailored to you.
Depending on the setting and usage, se:spot can be stylishly customised
with various seat shell colours and leg versions. The discrete colour versions
and high-quality materials underscore the harmonious lines and turn
se:spot into an eye-catcher from every angle.

Cosy.
The plastic seat shells are available
in white, silk grey and black.

Elegant.
Slim metal legs in shiny chrome or with a black
or white powder-coated finish – se:spot tube.
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Homely.
Slim, converging solid wood legs in natural oak,
natural beech or black beech – se:spot wood.
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450

445
445

Versions and variety
Comfortable.
The upholstered felt graphite
or grey cushions provide
even more sitting comfort.
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Embrace the beauty of
showing your true colours.
Simply appealing: the changeable upholstery.
With the changeable upholstery covers, the look of the se:spot chairs can be changed
in no time at all and without the need for tools. se:spot can also be subsequently adapted
to new colour schemes and uses. The upholstery also improves sitting comfort
and gives the se:spot a cosy appearance.

Changeable upholstery.
Thanks to the changeable upholstery, se:spot can
be adapted to suit changing needs at any time.

Back upholstery

Light grey

Anthracite

Step

Fame

ATLANTIC SCREEN
Two different shades are available for
the rear fabric upholstery which can be easily
combined with the front upholstery colours.

Front upholstery
SEDUS COLOUR COLLECTION 2019+
The colours of the front fabric upholstery
can be freely selected from the extensive Sedus
colour collections, e.g., Atlantic, Step and Fame.
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Atlantic

Look and feel
Colour play.
The large selection of fabrics and
colours offers huge space for creativity.
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Perfectly designed
down to the last detail.
Good design represents an endless source of discovery.
At first glance, se:spot impresses with its reduced and truly natural design style.
At second glance, it reveals its intelligent details, ranging from the shaped seat shell
to the slim wooden or metal legs. se:spot knows how to please, especially
once you have taken a seat.

Aesthetic.
The soft, flowing lines of the
plastic seat blend harmoniously
into any setting given the three
seat colours.

Ergonomic.
The seat shell includes a lumbar
curvature and seat pan which
guarantees a healthy posture even
when sitting for extended periods.

Removable.
The premium seat cushion made
of felt increases sitting comfort
and also preserves the elegant lines
of the plastic shell.

Appealing.
The legs available in three different
premium kinds of genuine wood,
give se:spot wood a particularly
cosy feel.

Elegant.
Alternatively, the legs can
also be produced in round tube
metal in three different colours
of se:spot tube.

Convertible.
The fabric changeable upholstery
further enhances the sitting comfort
and allows the look to be customised
with attractive fabrics and colours.
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Details and features

Seat shell

Changeable upholstery

Lumbar support

Curved shape

Seat pan
All-round
front seat edge
Sloped
front seat edge
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Even when stacked high,
this chair remains down-to-earth.
se:spot not only cuts a great figure when used on its own.
se:spot stack is a great choice for seating in seminar and project rooms.
If the area needs to be used for a different purpose, se:spot can be stacked
in a space-saving manner to free up the area for new ideas.

1230

840

535

515
435

Stackable.
In the version se:spot stack, up to ten chairs
can be stacked in a space-saving manner.
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Stackable and tidy
Tidy.
The handy transport or stacking trolley
makes even tidying up a pleasure.

1320

1380

870

1140
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Outstanding for people
and the environment.
In its over 145-year-long history, sustainability has always played a central role
at Sedus, even if this term didn't even exist back then. The responsible use
of resources and respect and appreciation of our employees has been an integral
part of Sedus right from the start. Corporate responsibility also means to develop
and produce high-quality products which result in tangible benefits. Products
which help people and bring joy to their lives. Some of our chairs and desks have
been in use by our customers for decades, which is perhaps the greatest
kind of sustainability.
se:spot also reflects these values. Even during the development phase,
the focus was clearly on customer benefits and the environmental footprint.
And this is truly outstanding. For example, thanks to the selected materials
which are particularly easy to sort and recycle. As well as the company's
own powder coating which is far more environmentally friendly than conventional
lacquer coating. The result is not just maximum quality, but also a great feeling.

03.0.09.18-47258

Company certificates

Subject to change

More information is available at www.sedus.com
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″ se:spot
is an ergonomic all-rounder which boasts
cosy aesthetics; it comes in a wide range
of versions allowing it to be tailored
to multiple working environments.

″

Carlo Shayeb, Sedus Design Team

sedus.com

